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About This Game

Do you want to relax by the water in beautiful nature? European Fishing allow you to go on a virtual fishing tour. Select
appropriate equipment and jump on a motorboat to go to one of the five huge lakes in search of the perfect fishery. Remember

that each fish has a favorite time and place of feeding, and proper selection of lures also increase your chances of successful
catch.

Features:

14 species of fish with different seasons of feeding, behavior and favorite bait

Five large lakes in five European countries

Lots of fishing tackle equipment to choose from: fishing rods, floats, hooks, bait and lures, and even motorboats

Relaxing free play mode or challenge, where you check your skills

Open 3D environment
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Title: European Fishing
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Funky Logic Studios
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2014
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Classic. My sweet memory. Support !!!!. it is a good game but there is a bug that the music end after 10 seconds. Simple game
straight to the point RTS. Has the old school feel of C&C. Mind you "feel" not a look alike but thumbs up because its free? if
you dont like it then still give it a thumbs up because you got to try it for free? lol. This game is a promising look at what's to
come for hockey experiences on VR. There are certainly flaws, including wonky phsyics (which is the only reason I'm scored on
/s), but is still a game I play every VR session.

There is no reason to not reccommend Goalie Challenge VR, but I do hope for an update soon to fix some nagging issues and
improve the longevity of this game.. It's a great one. Not sure if the idea of train puzzles is new (probably not, but since the
game involves cute colorful cats, who cares?), but the game is fun to play and some of the machines are quite a challenge and do
take a little while to figure out. The music is also nice and unobstructive.
Probably the only serious drawback is that some of the "meow" sounds are really annoying. Overall, a great experience though!
:). First of all, to the developers: my hat's off to you for fulfilling your vision of creating a game to the best of your abilities.
That said, I'm not very fond of this game as it stands. I played it a number of times upon purchase and just couldn't get into it.
So I took some time away from it, cleansed my palette, then replayed it. Time didn't do much to change my opinion. I was
expecting a shmup (which, technically, it is), but it didn't feel like there was much to it, gameplay-wise. Limited game options,
as well as limited power-ups for your ship, left a bad taste in my mouth. As a positive, I will say that I liked the theme music for
the first level; it plays like you're being set up to take part in an operatic space battle for the ages. Unfortunately, the rest of the
game fails to live up to the hype. All in all, I'm not sorry that I bought the game. I'm just sorry that I couldn't buy into it.
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It's a long way to the top!
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=822182196. The only reason I would take up jogging is so that I
could hear heavy breathing again.. Could use more work. It gets really easy once you figure out the perfect ratio for the recipe.
All you have to do is slide the temperature up and down depending on the weather the next day and keep the recipe the same.
After that, you can level up all the way by day 30 like I did... with 60 days left on the clock. 60 more days of the same thing over
and over again... to be fully playable there should be more features added.

Actually just encountered a bug the day after the Mayor comes and buys 6 cups of coffee. The customers suddenly stop coming
to the shop and there's no way to end the day. Bugs galore in this game. Pass on it.. Here's the thing about this game: It's fun, but
it feels kind of under-realized. There's a lot of potential here with fun characters and interactions and gameplay, but there isn't
enough variety in the missions themselves to really grab most players. I personally loved playing through this game, and I hope
against hope that it gets a sequel. Iron out the problems, really refine the missions, and you'd have a really great game. Its
premise and presentation are tremendous, and deserve a second chance.. Elphaba makes excellent and enjoyable scenarios and
I'm glad to see that I can pay the author back for at least some of his great work. I encourage you to see his other
accomplishments in the Workshop.
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